
Cieszyce
Zeschicz (1338), Sȁschwitz (1610), Seschwitz (1845), Trostdorf (1938), Suszyce (1945), 
Cieszyce (1947)

Postcard
1. Inn and roadhouse of Gustav Eifler; already in the 14th century an inn existed in Cieszyce, probably 
located by the trade route
2. Palace built in the 1870s (now in ruins), view from the garden; probably Ferdinand Neide built a new 
noble residence in place of the old one, since we know that the manor existed in Cieszyce at least from the 
beginning of the 19th century.
3. Estate inspector's house; at the beginning of the 20th century the estate in Cieszyce became the property 
of Paul Nȁhrich, the owner of a sugar factory
4. Building of Evangelical school 



5. Palace (archive photo); after World War II, the palace housed offices and official apartments of the 
State Agricultural Farm (PGR); in 1996, the interiors were used for the filming of a movie based on Leon 
Kruczkowski's drama “Niemcy”, in which Beata Tyszkiewicz played one of the roles. Unfortunately, in 2015 
the building was set on fire and is now in ruins
6) In the square in the center of the village there is a stone set up to commemorate the 680th anniversary of 
the establishment of Cieszyce and the inhabitants of the village who came to the Western Territories after 
1945
7. At the end of the village (near the village common room) there is a playground and a pond with a 
fountain, a place of recreation for the residents of Cieszyce
8. Village originally had form of oval, main street created an elongated oval square in the middle of the 
village. Even today, in the center of the village there is a square with a resting place and a pond. 

Patronymic name from the name Ciesz or, according to another hypothesis, from Sieciech (seti - to mention, 
ciech - to rejoice), hence the German name Trostdorf (German Trost - consolation). 
Although Cieszyce was first mentioned in documents as early as in the 14th century, its extremely fertile soil 
and location near the former trade route (the amber route) leading from southern Europe to the Baltic Sea 
meant that the oldest traces of settlement in this area date back more than a thousand years B.C.
One of the first owners of Cieszyn was an alderman from Wroclaw, Konrad von Borsnicz. At the end of the 
19th century there were mill buildings, blacksmith's shop, manor house and an inn in the village. The village 
had 293 inhabitants, most of whom were Protestants (Protestants attended church in Rękowo, Catholics in 
Wierzbice). The main occupation of the inhabitants was farming and animal husbandry (short-horned cattle 
and sheep).  
At that time, Ferdinand Neide became the owner of Cieszyce, who in the 1870s built a “modern” palace in 
the style of an Italian villa (Kasztanowa Street). The new owner came from a family of well-known pastors, 
doctors, pharmacists and professors. The house, modest on the outside (with a large terrace, arcades, bay 
window and almost flat roof), delighted inside with its neo-renaissance decor, rich woodwork, paneling in 
dark wood, beautiful tiled stoves. It was surrounded by a park, in which native trees were planted. To this 
day you can admire monumental sizes of black pine, field maple, small-leaved linden.
At the beginning of the 20th century, the estate in Cieszyce became a property of Paul Nȁhrich, who owned 
a sugar factory in Pustków Żurawski and almost 3000 ha of farmland. A narrow-gauge railroad ran from 
sugar factory to Rolantowice (where the distillery operated), which had a branch line to Cieszyce. 
The village did not suffer much during World War II (only two houses were damaged). The new inhabitants 
of Cieszyce came mainly from the borderlands of Poland; in 1946 there were 95 people in Cieszyce: from 
Tarnopol Province (67 people) and Lwów Province (26 people).  
Currently there are 190 people registered in Cieszyce (as of 15.08.2021), there is a community room, a 
playground, a recreation area.



Cieszyce
From a fisherman to the rector, or about the owners of Cieszyce - the von Neide family 

In the middle of the 19th century, Georg Adalbert Ferdinand Neide (1813-1882) became the owner of 
Cieszyce, who in the 1870s built for himself and his wife a palace in the form of an Italian villa.  
The new owner of the estate in Cieszyce came from an extraordinary family. Among his ancestors coming 
from Wittenberg, he had a talented pianist - Johann Christoph, who earned money for his studies in 
Magdeburg by playing, and after graduating from medical school, he first became a physician to the Prince 
von Fȕrstenberg, and later he cured kings’ illnesses as a personal physician of first Augustus the Strong and 
then Augustus III. 
The father of the owner of Cieszyce, Johann Georg Christoph Neide, was known as an outstanding 
Protestant theologian, educator and writer. When Ferdinand was born (he was the eldest son from the second 
marriage), his father took an active part in education reform, and soon after that he became the rector of the 
commercial school established in Magdeburg. He received an honorary doctorate from the University of 
Rostock for his services to pedagogy. He had a huge library containing eight and a half thousand volumes, 
which included maps and old prints and books on various subjects. Unfortunately, we do not know whether 
the owner of Cieszyce inherited from his father a passion for bibliophilia and whether any part of the family 
collection ended up in the village near Wroclaw. 

Among Ferdinand’s siblings there were pharmacists (Johann Georg Karl, the owner of the first pharmacy 
in Lubliniec) and doctors (Friedrich August served as the town doctor in Magdeburg, and one of the streets 
in Magdeburg - Maria-Neide-Strasse - was named after his wife, who volunteered as a great organizer and 
nurse during a cholera epidemic). Three of Ferdinand’s sisters married professors connected with Wrocław 
University. 
Were the siblings, and later their children, guests at the palace in Cieszyce? We do not know, but due to the 
short distance from Wroclaw and Lubliniec, it is very likely.
Unfortunately, there is not much information about the owner of Cieszyce himself; he was born in 
Magdeburg and probably received a good education there, which was provided by his father, involved in 
educational work and educational reform, the director of the municipal gymnasium. Ferdinand was married 
three times, his first wife died in Cieszyce in 1852 at the age of 27 and was probably buried in Ręków, where 
as Protestants the Neids attended Lutheran services in the now non-existent parish church. In 1880, the 
estates of Cieszyn were already administered by Georg Neide and twenty five years later they were owned 
by Paul von Nȁhrich from Pustków Żurawski, the owner of the local sugar factory.


